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Barnard – The Beginning

• Born December 16, 1857 - Nashville, TN

• Born into an impoverished family 

• Son of Reuben and Elizabeth Barnard

• Father died before his birth

• Mother had constant health issues, both 
mentally and physically

• Only one sibling – brother Charles

• Despite free public school, Edward only    
attended two months



Astronomy 
Began Early 
for Barnard

Witnessed a comet when very young – likely 
Great Comet of 1861.

The stars “often helped soothe the sadness of 
childhood.”



John H. Van 
Stavoren & the 
Jupiter Camera

• Elizabeth Barnard gets Edward a 
job a Van Stavoren Portait Studio 
(now where Union Street and 
Fourth Avenue are located).

• Would run errands and guide the 
Jupiter camera.



John H. Van Stavoren
& the Jupiter Camera

• Young boys were often hired to track the 
Jupiter camera.

• Elizabeth Barnard insisted that her son 
would not fall asleep.

• Took great pride in any job and having it 
done well.

• Barnard made observations of Sun’s 
motion with the camera – discovered 
the equation of time on his own.



The Equation of Time & 
Analemma

• Due to inclination of Earth’s rotational axis and 
elliptical orbit around the Sun.

• Causes sundials to run fast or slow.  

Image Credit:  Anthony Ayiomamitis (TWAN)



His Companion Star

• Would walk home two miles 
every night from the studio

• Noticed a yellowish star that 
would accompany him.

• Noted that it wandered over 
time.

CREDIT:  NASA, ESA, A. SIMON (GSFC), M.H. WONG (UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY) AND THE OPAL TEAM



August 7, 1869 –

Barnard Sees His First 
(Partial) Solar Eclipse



Age 19 – A Childhood Acquaintance Changes His Life

• A childhood acquaintance would frequently borrow money from 
Barnard, never to return it.

• Approached him in 1876 - asked for money and provided a (stolen) 
book as compensation.

• Barnard finally opens book and discovers that part of it are by Rev. 
Thomas Dick, a noted astronomy writer.

• Barnard is now immersed in astronomy and learning the night sky.



James Braid

• Worked as Rodney Poole’s chief 
photographer and instrument maker.

• Worked closely with Barnard.

• Fabricated a 1” telescope for Barnard.

• Later fabricated a 2.25” telescope.

• Seeing Venus “made a more profound 
and pleasing impression” than 
Amalthea. 



Barnard and His “Pet”

• Purchased from NYC’s John Byrne for 
$380 – about 2/3 of his annual salary.

• Referred to it as his pet.
• Began observing with it in 1877.
• Only outdone locally by VU’s 6” Cooke 

refractor.
• Becomes very popular with 

Nashvillians – would have gatherings 
on the roof of the 3-story building at 
Fourth and Union.

• Succumbed to frostbite.



1877 – Encounter with 
Simon Newcomb

• President of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science.

• Strong background in mathematics.

• Barnard eager to meet with him in Nashville 
meeting.

• Told he should set aside the telescope and work 
more on understanding of mathematics and 
science.

• A dreadful encounter for Barnard.

• Barnard decided to compromise.



Observed Transit of 
Mercury – May 6, 1878

• Timings were officially included in a 
government report.

NASA/Joel Kowsky



1919 Patterson Avenue – “House with Mansard Roof”

• Had been boarding in hotel room.

• 1879 – Moves to 1919 Patterson Avenue 
with his mother.

• Around this time he is also introduced to 
Rhoda Calvert

• Made his first comet discovery in 1881 
from its yard and his great observations of 
Jupiter’s Great Red Spot and Jovian 
eruptions.  Sent drawings into the English 
Mechanic – “of the very best I have seen.”

• Found observing to be very lonely.



A Very Diligent, Studious, 
and Keen Observer

• Observed fine details in the 
atmosphere of Jupiter.

• Observed the polar caps of 
Mars and noted vaporous 
clouds that obscured the 
surface features of Mars.

• Had an aversion to rashly 
drawn conclusions.

• With the discovery of 
Phobos & Deimos, began a 
monograph Mars; His Moon 
and His Heavens” that 
described Mars as seen by 
Phobos.

• Monograph unfinished.

Credit:  NASA



Rhoda Calvert

• Peter Calvert joined Poole’s Photograph 
Gallery in 1875.

• Close friend and mentor to Barnard.

• Joined later by Ebenezer (“Ebby”) 
Calvert.

• Introduced them to Rhoda.

• Married in 1881.



Introduced to Lewis Swift

• Famed comet discoverer and observer of nebulae.

• Would be a mentor and father figure for Barnard.

• Began correspondence with him in 1881.



1881 – First Comet Discover(ies)

• May 12, 1881 – possible comet by alpha Pegasi
• Was not recovered on subsequent observations.

• Some said it was a “ghosting” effect.

• Barnard refuted the idea, and his pride was hurt.

• September 17, 1881 – Comet Barnard discovered
• Awarded the Warner Prize of $200.

• Worked with Olin Landreth at VU observatory to secure another position 
measurement.

• Uses it to purchase a lot and being building a house.



1882 Comets

• March 16, 1882 – Discovers new comet but cannot recover it after a 
streak of cloudy weather.

• September 14, 1882 – Discovers next comet and wins Warner prize.

• September 22, 1882 – Barnard observes for the first time the Great 
Comet of 1882.  Observes for weeks.
• Starting October 4 - notices comet’s head appears elongated and then 

eventually separated into three heads.

• October 14 – Barnard dreams of a sky full of comets.  Awakes to find that his 
dream was somewhat of a premonition.  Even rouses Rhoda to observe.



Nashville Loves 
Barnard

• Wanted to build an observatory on his 
property.

• Barnard continues observations including 
the Venus transit of December 6, 1882.



Nashville Loves 
Barnard

• Olin Landreth wants Barnard at the VU 
Observatory.

• Chancellor Landon Garland objects, but 
president Bishop Holland McTyeire
persuades him.

• Barnard would take charge of the 
observatory, assist Garland, and would be 
permitted to enroll in any of the schools.  
Would also receive a $500 annual salary 
and use of the observatory house.

• Barnard accepted and moved from Comet 
House with Rhoda and mother.



”Rediscovered” 
the Gegenschein

• October 14, 1883.

• “Counter glow.”

• Thought to be due to 
atmospheric phenomena 
or glowing of 
hydrogen/helium gas 
escaping Earth.

• His strong interest help 
reinvigorate research into 
the phenomenon.



Striking Occultation of Beta Capricorni – November 5, 1883



July 16, 1884 – First Comet 
Discovered with the VU 
Telescope

• Orbit showed it had a period of 5.4 years.

• Was not seen again.



The Temporary End of an Era

• December 1, 1884 – Elizabeth Barnard dies.  Buried at Mt. Olivet 
Cemetery in Nashville.

• Barnard discovers three comets in 1885, one of which was found a 
day earlier by rival Wilhelm Robert Brooks.

• Five Warner Prizes under his belt.

• Gave up regular comet hunting by August 1885, saying it was a great 
waste of time.

• Also upset at the lack of zeal among astronomers.



January 23, 1883 
– The Rosette 

Nebula
Swift mentioned that he had come across it in 

previous observations but made no mention of it.

Credit:  Andreas Fink



1884 – Discovery 
of Barnard’s 
Galaxy

• Observed it with the 5” Byrne 
Telescope.

• Would later be scrutinized by 
Edwin Hubble.

Credit:  ESO



1885 –
The California 

Nebula

Found with the 6” Cooke 
Telescope of Vanderbilt 
Observatory.

Credit:  Sara Wager



An Era Returns – Comet #6

• Discovered with the Byrne 5” that was set 
up next to the Vanderbilt Observatory.

• Barely had time to get a position measured 
with the telescope.

• Would be the most magnificent comet that 
Barnard would discover.

• On a hyperbolic orbit.



Lick Observatory 
Construction

• Barnard dreams of a more powerful 
telescope, such as the 36” refractor that is to 
be installed at the Lick Observatory on Mt. 
Hamilton in California.

• Equipment at Vanderbilt is limited.

• Barnard contacted by Edward Holden who 
mentions he is moving to CA to take charge 
of U of C and eventually the observatory.



More Comets for Barnard

• Jan 22, 1887 – discovers a comet as he is getting 
positions for a comet discovered by Wilhelm Brooks.

• Feb 16, 1887 – discovers another comet and tries his 
hand at calculating the orbit from its positions.

• May 12, 1887 – discovers his last comet from 
Vanderbilt University for a total of nine.

• 1887 – VU’s first annual appeared – named Comet in 
Barnard’s honor.



Off to the Great Lick Eye

• Barnard offered job by Holden ($1200 annually with quarters) to start 
October 1887.

• Barnard resigns from VU (instructor of practical astronomy) and 
leaves September 14, 1887 before Holden tells him to come.

• Money was scarce – made sacrifices.  Got a job copying legal papers.

• Lick 36” completed.

• Barnard first given the job of equipment inventory.

• April 5, 1888 – Colleague James Keeler gives him his first view 
through the 36.”

• Barnards given the go-ahead to move to the mountain quarters.

• Edward Barnard gets first use of the 12” refractor on May 9, 
discovering four new nebulae.

• June 1 – Observatory turned over to the Board of Regents. Holden 
takes charge.



The Lick 12” 

Barnard’s main instrument at first at 
Lick.

Denied use of the 36” refractor 
repeatedly.

Barnard discovers two comets in 1888, 
one of which he follows for two years 
on its hyperbolic orbit.



The Total 
Solar Eclipse 
of Jan 1, 1889

• Worked three cameras, two 
simultaneously.

• Showed the importance of 
photography in astronomy.

• Conferred a degree from 
University of the Pacific upon 
Holden’s suggestion.



Photographing 
the Milky Way

• Straps Willard lens camera to 
6.5” equatorial.

• Guides for 3 hours, 7 minutes.

• First wide-field shot of the Milky 
Way (near “black hole” in 
Sagittarius).



Iapetus Eclipse by 
Saturn’s Rings

• Barnard observes peculiar behavior of 
Iapetus during ring eclipse.

• Asks to use 36” and denied despite 
Holden not using it.

• Start of a long quarrel between Holden 
and Barnard

Credit: NASA / JPL / SSI / Gordan Ugarkovic



Observing Jupiter and 
Moons – Io

• Io seemingly appeared as double object at 
periods when in front of Jupiter.

• Hypothesized it was either double or had a 
light equatorial band and darker poles.

• Passed in front of a darker part of Jupiter –
dark poles disappeared, and it appeared very 
oblong.



The Diligent 
Observer

• Finally vacationed after four years.

• Gave uncompensated lectures.

• Lectured while monitoring a comet for 
Lewis Swift.

• Photographs (along with W. H. Pickering’s) 
were pioneering – showed the short-term 
changes in comets.



Barnard Gets the 36”

• S. W. Burnham, close colleague, resigns 
in June 1892.

• Barnard eventually gets time on 36” 
refractor and raise.

• Observes Nova Auriga and observes 
nebulosity while colleague W. W. 
Campbell observes spectral emission 
lines.  Announce a planetary nebula.

• Shows that Barnard can make significant 
discoveries with the 36” telescope.



Close Observations of the Planets

• Tries to observe the “canals” on Mars 
(and their doubling) as reported by 
Giovanni Schiaparelli in August 1892.

• Searches for additional satellites of 
Mars after the first two were 
discovered.

• Searches for additional satellites of 
Jupiter.  Notices a point of light on 
September 9, 1892, which is closer in 
than Io - discovered Amalthea.

• Becomes world famous.  Would be the 
last time a moon is discovered around 
a planet by eye.



Close Observations of the Planets

• Barnard never officially names 
the Moon.

• ”Amalthea” is suggested and 
eventually came into regular 
use.

• Barnard awarded the Lalande
and Arago prizes of the French 
Academy of Science.

• Many claims of others 
discovering Amalthea before 
Barnard.



October 12, 1892 –
Comet 206P/Barnard

• First to be discovered photographically.

• Recovered in 2008.



Barnard Begins Travels

• Invited to lecture in Nashville.

• After learning of Lalande Prize being awarded in 
France, Barnard requested four months to travel the 
U.S. and Europe.  Granted with pay.

• Barnard awarded honorary doctorate by VU.

• On the way back, Barnard stops and Chicago at the 
Columbian Exposition – sees the new 40” Yerkes 
pier and mount.



Additional Observations of Mars with 36”

• Doesn’t see canals Schiaparelli 
believes he has observed and 
that sensationalized by Percival 
Lowell.

• Lowell insisted that smaller 
telescopes were better.

• Many astronomers felt the 
optico-psychological theory was 
at play.



Additional Observations of 
Mars with 36”

• Doesn’t see canals Schiaparelli believes he has observed 
and that sensationalized by Percival Lowell.

• Does notice a couple of hazy features that appear to get a 
bit darker as they get nearer the limb – Olympus Mons and 
Arsia Mons.



Returning to 
the Milky Way

• Barnard uses the Crocker 
Photographic Telescope.

• 4.5-hour Exposure showed two 
dark holes in the Milky Way.

• B92 – most striking – “if drawn 
with a brush and India ink it 
could not be any more definite.”



Dark Regions – What Are 
They?

• English Astronomer Arthur Raynard things 
they are masses of intervening material.

• Barnard believes they are actual voids in 
the stars.



October 1894 – Lantern Lens

• Wide angle permits entire constellations.

• Discovers photographically a large arc of gas around Orion.

• Seen in other photographs of W. H. Pickering.

• Named for Barnard due to extensive work on the matter.

Credit: Rogelio Bernal Andreo



Micrometer 
Measurements

• Measures apparent diameters of the 
planets out to Neptune.  Determines 
Uranus is wider than Neptune.

• Also resolves disks of several asteroids 
(Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, and Juno).  Finds that 
Ceres is the largest.

• Measures the diameters of the planetary 
moons.

Credit: ESO/Vernazza et al.



Barnards Leave 
Mt. Hamilton

• Asked to teach at University of 
Chicago.

• Barnard wants to wait until 
reproductions of his Mt. 
Hamilton MW prints are 
reproduced.

• Holden constantly in the way.

• Barnards leave for Chicago –
beginning of October 1895.



December 1896

• 12” Telescope at Yerkes Observatory Installed.

• Receives word from Sir William Huggins that he is to 
receive the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society and 
travels to Europe.

• Special reception held for him on March 2, 1897 by the 
RAS.

Image courtesy of the Observatories of the Carnegie Institution for Science Collection at 
the Huntington Library, San Marino, California.



The Luck of Barnard

• First night at 40” Refractor – May 20, 1897.

• May 29, 1897 – 40” dome floor collapses.  
Luckily, no one killed.

• First night of viewing after new floor –
extreme glare on stars.

University of Chicago Photographic Archive, [apf6-00302], Special 
Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library.



Parallax

• Barnard tries to measure parallax of spiral 
nebula, planetary nebulae, and globular 
clusters.

• No results after years of research.

• Disappointed to find that the objects are so 
far away that parallax cannot be measured.



More Total Solar Eclipses

• May 28, 1900 – Visible from North Carolina.  

• Only observed the corona as it was 
projected onto the photographic 
plates.

• Set out on expedition to observe total solar 
eclipse on May 18, 1901 from Sumatra.

• Strenuous expedition.

• 6.5 Minutes of totality.

• Clouds prevented Barnard and most 
from observing it.

• Very depressed about results but 
eventually came around.

University of Chicago Photographic Archive, [apf6-04597], Special 
Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library.



May 1905 – Bruce 
Telescope at Mt. Wilson

• In 1905, exposed some 500 plates with the 
Bruce Telescope setup, which also record 
trails of asteroids and even of a (never 
recovered) comet. 

• Barnard back in good spirits again.

• Mid-Sep 1905, packed up the Bruce 
Telescope and headed back to Yerkes.

• Once back at Yerkes, the Bruce Telescope is 
mounted in its dome permanently until the 
1960s.



Mary R. Calvert 
Joins the Barnards

• Daughter of Ebenezer (“Ebby”) 
Calvert.

• Ends up devoting her time to 
Barnard's work, helping with 
correspondence and computations. 

• Remained chief computer and 
photographic technician for many 
years at Yerkes after Barnard’s 
death.



The Search For Halley’s Comet

• Began searching for 1910 arrival in 
1908.  Spotted one day earlier in 
September 1909 by rival Max 
Wolf.

• Barnard followed it with the 
Yerkes 40” until February 1910.

• May 18-19, comet hysteria grips 
the public.

• Barnard followed the comet for 
almost another year, out to 
Jupiter.  Last person to see it until 
1985.



Barnard’s Runaway Star

• Comparing plates from 1894 and 1916, Barnard noted 
the appearance of one star and the variations of 
others.

• Determined it was actually a single star passing in 
front of others at certain times.  Found the star in 
other plates of the Harvard Observatory College.

• Highest proper motion of any star and second in 
distance only to the alpha Centauri system.  

• Became known as “Barnard’s Star.”



June 8, 1918 Solar Eclipse

• Yerkes’ E. B. Frost, Barnard, Calvert and a 
few others mount expedition to Green 
River, Wyoming.

• Calvert would be responsible for 
photography under Barnard’s supervision.

• Weather was quite wild in the area (even 
small tornado).  On the day of the eclipse, 
clouds showed up.

• Barnard feared it a failure, but photos 
showed otherwise.



The Last Years of 
Barnard

• March 1914 – diagnosed with diabetes 
mellitus.

• In his career, he exposed 3500 plates of the 
Milky way at Yerkes and another 500 at Mt. 
Wilson.  Two plates had Pluto as well.

• Catalogued 349 dark nebulae.



The Last Years of 
Barnard

March 11, 1921 – Colleague S. W. Burnham 
dies.

May 16, 1921 – Rhoda suffers a stroke and 
dies five days later.

Barnard is grief stricken and very lonely.  
Continues to press on with work.

December 21, 1922 – 40” lens is frosted over. 
Last time that Barnard would be at the 
telescope.

January 13, 1923 – Morning occultation of 
Venus by Moon – last astronomical 
observation.



The Last Years of 
Barnard

Beginning to really suffer from effects of 
diabetes and congestive heart failure.

February 5, 1923 – no longer coherent.

The following day, Edward Emerson Barnard 
passes away at 8:00pm.

Buried next to Rhoda and his mother at Mt. 
Olivet Cemetery in Nashville.



Barnard’s 
A Photographic Atlas of 
Selected Regions of the 
Milky Way

• Barnard confided to his niece 
Mary Calvert that he didn’t mind 
dying, but he was sorry he wasn’t 
able to finish his work.

• Mary Calvert and E. B. Frost 
complete the atlas.



Edward Emerson Barnard

“The greatest observational 
astronomer in the world.”

- Sir Robert Ball


